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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. The following acts at present lay down the specific import arrangements 
applied in respect of state-trading countries with regard to products 
not subject to liberalization at Community level or to import 
arrangements resulting from international agreements negotiated·with 
those countries: 
(a) Council Decision 75/21 Of EEC of 27 ,.larch 19751 on unilateral import 
arrangements in respect of state-tradinq countries; 
<b> Council Decision 78/252/EEC of 21 December 19782 amending the 
import arrangements in respect of state-trading countries; 
(c) the unpublished Council decision of 21 December 1978 on the 
application of the above Decision in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, France and the Benelux countries. 3 
These decisions are also accompanied by 29 statements in the minutes 
which specify certain aspects of the import arrangements and often 
constitute real derogations from those decisions, thereby ~~:~enting, 
inter alia, a problem of compatibility with the community law on which 
they are based. 4 
2. The complexity of these provisions, the number of acts through which 
they have been adopted and the fact that some of these acts have not 
been made public present a number of disadvantages as regards principle 
and practice, which inevitably hinder the correct interpretation of 
these provisions and their uniform application by all the Member States 
and by the various national administrative depA!'tments responsible in 
each Member State for e< ecuting these provisions" 
1 OJ No L 99, 21:4.19(5 ... 
2 OJ No L 60F 12.3.1979. 
3 Doe. 1./361/1/78 (COMER 29 rev. 1), ?.0-12.1978 • 
/ 
4 Doe. I/387f77 (COMER 25), '7.12.1':";7 and d·::Jc. S/20'lff78 ( ·MEH 300), 
2 8 • 1 '1 • 197 8 • 
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such a situation is unlikely, moreover, to further transactors' 
Legitimate interest in being fully and accurately informed of their 
rights and of the ec tent of the government departments' powers of 
assessment. 
Certain aspects of the present import arrangements, e.g., the absence 
of the list of products subject to quantitative import restrictions 
(QR), present certain problems as regards the Community's international 
undertakings on making the import arrangements public. 
'Some provisions in the present rules do not seem to correspond any 
longer to objective requirements, and others have proved inadequate 
in relation to the common commercial policy objectives to be attained. 
3. For these reasons and in order to comply with the wishes to this 
et feet ec pressed by a nlJ!lber of Member States whi eh are concerned with 
the problems of applying the present rules, the Commission considers 
that these rules should be revised, with the following main objectives: 
(a) ensuring maximun transparency of the import arrangements; 
(b) merging into a single regulation the three present decisions, 
through the rational integration of the various provisions; 
(c) including in the same regulation the content of the statements 
in the minutes which still have a bearing on the rules. As for 
the others, the Commission considers it necessary to cvt down on 
the statements, which were perhaps justified in 1975 by an 
understandably cautious attitude on the part of certain Member 
States with regard to the new import arrangements but which, after 










(d) altering certain aspects of the import arrangements in order to: 
i. ensure better economic coordination of the Member States' 
import arrangements; 
ii. ensure greater consistency between these rules and the other 
Community rules relating to commer~ial policy; 
iii. meet the particular requirements of Community commercial 
policy in respect of the state-trading countries. 
4. The regulation prcposed by the Commission includes the following main 
changes to the present situation: 
(a) Theproducts covered will be laid down echaustively (Article 1) 
in order to ec elude the products already covered by other Community 
regulations <such as tee tiles in the case of the state- trading 
countries that have an agreement with the Community; the products 
Liberalized at community level in re~ect of all state-trading 
countries; agricultural products, with regard to the aspects 
covered by the CAP, etc.>; 
<b> The tee tile classification will be ec tended to all the products in 
Chapters 50 to 63.r the List of which was finalized in agreement 
with the Article 113 Committee- Tectiles (Article 1 (2')). This 
measure is designed to eliminate the current two forms of 
• 
classification of te( tiles-· by category' and by tariff heading. 
This dual classification creates a number of difficulties, is ill 
adapted to the requiranents of adninistering the relaxed import 
arrangenents as provided for by the new regulation, and is not 
consistent with the commercial poLicy on t~tiles ~depted by the 
Community; 
(c) On the basis of the procedure currently adcptedfor the 123 tE:Xtile 
categories, an annec to the regulation ~~ill indicate all the 
~roducts for which quantitative restrictions ec ist in the Ve>: ious 
~1ember States (Article 3 ). 'This will not only meet the requirenent 
of total transparency af the import arranganents, but it is also 
necessitated by the fact that the applicability of some of the 
provisions of the prq)osed regulation varies according to the , 
number of Manber States in which Quantitative restrictions ec ist. 
...... ,_ 
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(d) The regulation will not include an annex giving the Lists of quotas 
but will simply Lay down the principle whereby these Lists will be 
compiled each year by an ad hoc act adopted by the Council (Article 3). 
(e) These Lists will include all the import quotas, including those 
relating to outward processing traffic linked with economic cooperation 
(Federal Republic of Germany) and the standard outward processing 
traffic (France) at present laid down in an unpublished Council decision. 
These quotas, which will continue to be administered in accordance with 
the rules applicable in the Member States concerned, may, where 
appropriate, be accompanied by a specification of their particular 
nature: 
non-compulsory opening for certain quotas (outward processing traffic France); 
non-applicability of the flexibility rules for others (outward processing 
traffic+ cooperation for the Federal Republic of Germany). 
(f) The quot~covering products the importation of which is in fact subject 
• 
to open licensing arrangements (Benelux) will be designated "IP" (increase • 
possible), automatically authorizing the Member States concerned to exceed, 
where necessary, the amount laid down; 
(g) For the products subject to quantitative restrictions in a single Member 
State, 1 the latter may exceed any existing quotas or authorize imports 
of products not subject to a quota without observing any limit and 
without having to initiate a procedure for amending the import 
arrangements (Article 4 (1)(a)). In such a case, as all the other 
Member States would have liberalized the product, there would be no 
I 
problem as regards economic coordination. 
(h) The flexibility measures at present in force (Article 6 (2) and (3) of 
Decision 75/210 and Article 2 (5) of Decision 79/252), which enable the 
Member States to exceed, in certain circumstances, by 20% in some cases 
and 5% in others, the quotas fixed each year by the Council, will be 
supplemented by the measures which are at present the subject of 
statements in the minutes. The amount of 35 000 u.a., which at 
present represents the minimum limit able to be reached in all cases .. 
by the above flexibility measures, will, however, be raised to 50 000 u.a. 
for products subject to quantitative restrictions in at least five Member 
States (Article 4(1)(b)). 
1 The Benelux countries are for this purpose considered as constituting 










The extension of the flexibility measure limited to 5% of the,quota to 
all products subject to quantitative restrictions in six Member-states 
· or more meets the need for a cohesive system, but it has no practical 
effect since textiles are the only products subject to quantitative 
restrictions in six regions • 
Ci) The ability of the Member States to authorize imports of non-liberalized 
products not subject to quotas (other than those mentioned under (b)) up 
to the level of. traditional imports will be limited to amounts of 50 000 u.aa 
Above that amount, a request for prior amendment of the import arrangements 
will be required (Article 4(1)(b)(ii)). This measure is 
explained by the need to ensure the economic coordination of imports of 
products which are in some cases subject to quantitative restrictions in 
a number of Member }tates and may be very sensitive for some of these 
States. 
Furthermore, for the abovementioned reasons of transparency of the import 
arrangements, it is advisable in the interests of both Community importers 
and the exporting countries for import quotas to be laid down in respect 
of all products which are truly traditional imports when the general 
quota arrangements are adopted at the end of the year. 
(j) The flexibility measures adopted by the Member States are to be·comw~icated 
to the Commission twice yearly, and no longer case by case (Article 4(3)). 
Ck> In order to make the system clear, an article in the regulation 
(Articl~ 6) will state expressly that products not listed in the annex 
indicating the quantitative restrictions will not be subject to any 
quantitative restriction upon importation (this provision exists at 
present for the 123 categories of textiles>~ 
Cl) The Commission may, like the Member States, propose amendments to the 
import arrangements (Article 7 (1)). This measure is not in fact an 
innovation in relation to the practice followed ·in applying Decision 75/210, 
but simply. ·formalizes a current practice 11>1hich has proved very :;seful • 
This may also enable measures recommended by the Joint Committees to be 
----·-----= 
----------- ·- ·-------- .. 
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applied with non-member countries, without each Member State concerned 
needing to initiate individually the Community procedure for amending 
the import arrangement. 
At the present stage of our agreement-based relations with the state-
trading countries, such a case may arise only once or twice a year; 
at some time in the future these cases may be expected to become more 
numerous and to recur regularly every year. A simple and rapid way 
of dealing with them must therefore be found. 
The following should, however, be noted: 
i. the Consultation Committee will be consulted before any initiative 
is taken by the Commission; 
ii. all the rules and procedures at present provided for will be 
applicable in such a case; 
iii. the Commission cannot adopt measures without the agreement of 
the Member States directly concerned. 
(m) The obligation to put before the CounciL any amendment to the import 
arrangements as soon as Community negotiations with a state-trading 
country are authorized will be abolished; in all such cases the general 
rule will be applied. The present procedure slows down considerably -
for no reason - the process of runending the import arrangements, as has 
been seen recently. 
(n) The tasks of the Consultation Committee will be more clearly defined 
in order to take into account the positive experience acquired during 
the five years of its activity and also the new requirements deriving 
from the existence of the Community's agreement-based relations with 
state-trading countries. 
5. The Commission therefore proposes that the Council: 
i. adopt the regulation the proposal for which is set out in the annex; 
ii. decide to publish it in the Official Journal of the Eu~opean Communities. 






Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
on import arrangements in respect of state-trading countries 
• THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
• 
• 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas pursuant to the Treaty the Community must complete the establishment of a 
common commercial policy in respect of state-trading countries; whereas to this 
end common arrangements should be made for the import of the products of these 
countries into the Community; 
Whereas provisions should accordingly be adopted concerning the arrangements for 
imports into the Member States in respect of these countries; 
Whereas in its Decision 75/210/EEC on unilateral import arrangements in respect 
of state-trading countries1, as last amended by Decision 79/252/EEC 2p the Council 
adopted certain provisions relating to the establishment of quantitative import 
quotas and to the amendment of the import arrangements in the Member States; 
Whereas the above Decisions should be brought together in a single instrument and 
at the same time the improvements suggested by experience should be effected, with 
a view to rendering the import arrangements more transparent and simplifying the 
\ 
procedure for this amendment; 
1oJ No L 99, 21.4.1975, p. 7 
2oJ No L 60, 12._3.1979, p. 1 
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Whereas provision should be made for Community consultations on the 
establishment of common import arrangements in respect of state-trading 
countries and on the application of trade agreements between the Community 
and these countries, and for the exchange of views and information on 
relations with these countries; 













1. This Regulation shall apply to imports of products originating in the 
state-trading countries listed in Annex I, with the exception of: 
- products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 925/79 establishing common 
rules for imports from state-trading countries; 1 
- products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 2532/78 on common rules for 
imports from the People's Republic of China; 2 
- products covered by Regulation (EEC) No 3059/78 on common rules for 
the import of certain textile products from third countries3, as 
regards the state-trading ~ountries to which that Regulation applies; 
- products imported under the conditions laid down in the Brussels 
Customs Convention of 8 June 1961 concerning facilities for the 
importation of goods for display or use at exhibitions, fairs, meetings 
or similar events. 
2. In the case of products subject to rules under the common organization of an 
agricultural market or to specific rules Laid down by virtue of Article 
235 of the Treaty in respect of goods resulting from the processing of 
agricultural products, this Regulation shall apply by way of complement to 
those rules in so far as they still allow Member States to impose quantit-
ative import restrictions. 
3. For the purposes of this Regulation, textile products falling within 
Chapters 50 to 63 of the Common Customs Tariff shall be classified in 
categories as set out in Annex 11. 
4. For purposes of this Regulation, the Benelux countries shall be regarded 
as constituting a single Member State • 
1 OJ No L 131, 29.5.1979, p. 
20J No L 306, 31. 1 o. 1978, P• 1 
30J No L 365, 27.12.1978, p. 1 
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TITLE I I 
Products subject to quantitative import restrictions 
Article 2 
1. The importation for free circulation of the products listed in Annex III 
originating in state-trading countries shall be subject to ~1antitative 
restrictions in the Member States indicated in that Annex in respect of the 
products in question. 
2. For the purposes of this Regulation, the requirement of an import 
Licence under an open licensing system shalt not be considered a quantitative 
restriction. 
3. The putting into free circulation of the products referred to in 
paragraph 1 shall be subject to production of an import authorization 
or equivalent document issued by the competent authorities in the Member 
• 
• 
States concerned, within limits to be defined in accordance with tl 
Article 3 or as Laid down in Article 4. 
Article 3 
1. Betore 1 December of each year the Council shall, in accordance with Article 113 
of the Treaty, Lay down the import quotas to be opened by the Member States 
for the following year in respect of the various state-trading countries 
for the products referred to in Article 2 (1). 
2. If no Council decision has been adopted by that date, the existing import 
quotas shall be extended on a provisional basis for the following year. 
Any amendments made exceptionally during the year and expressly valid 
for that year only shall not be covered by such extension. 
In such cases, the Council shall adopt before 1 March of the new year, 
pursuant to Article 113 of the Treaty, any necessary amendments to the 
import quotas thus extended. 
3. The ~1ember States shall notify the Commission, immediately upon adoption, 
of the laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the acts whereby 
they are to open at national Level the import quotas fixed in accordance 
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• Article 4 
1. In ~dministering the import arrangements resulting from Articles 2 
and 3, the Member States may, subject to paragraph 2, apply the following 
measures without having to initiate the amendment procedure provided for 
in Article 7: 
(a) products subject to quantitative import restrictions in a single Member 
State: 
In the light of the economic requirements of the market, the Member 
State concerned may: 
{i) for products subject to quotas, exceed the amount of the quotas; 
(ii) for products subject to restrictions other than quotas, open import 
facilities. 
(b) products subject to quantitative restrictions in more than one Member 
State: 
In an emergency, and if the economic requirements of the market make this 
necessary, the Member States concerned may: 
(i) after a quota has been used up for a product subject to quotas, 
open, in respect of the third country to which this quota applies, 
additional import facilities within the following annual limits: 
- ~% of the quota or 35 000 units of account, whichever is the greater, 
for products subject to quantitative restrictions in six or more 
Member States, with the exception of products falling within textile 
categories 1 to 8, 12, 1Ss· and 16; 
- 20% of the quota or 50 000 units of account, whichever is the greater, 
for products subject to quantitative restrictions in five or fewer 
Member States. 
(ii) for products subject to restrictions other than quotas, open import 
facilities f~ a specified third country within the following annual 
lirnit:s: 
- 35 000 units of account for products falling within textile 
categorie::; 1 to a, 12, 15c cmd 16; 
- 50 000 units of account for other products • 
.. 
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2. Paragraph 1 shall cease to apply in respect of a state-trading 
coun.try from the time when the opening of Community negotiations 
with that country has been authorized until the implementation of 
the agreement negotiated. 
3. The Member States shall, every six months, inform the Commission, 
which will in turn inform the Consultation Committee provided for in 
Article 11, hereinafter referred to as "the Committee", of the 
measures adopted in accordance with paragraph 1. Such information shall 
be supplied concerning the measures provided for in paragraph 1 (b) if 
the limits of 5% and 20% laid down in the said subparagraph are 
reached. 
4. At the request of a Member State or of the Commission, consultations 
shall be held retrospectively, in accordance with Article 8, to deal 
with measures taken by the Member States pursuant to paragraph 1. 
Article 5 
Products imported into the customs territory of the Community under 
inward processing or other temporary admission arrangements and 
declared as being intended for re-export with or without further 
processing shall not be charged against the quotas or other import 
facilities opened in accordance with Article 4 (1). 
TITLE II I 
Liberalized products 
Article 6 
The importation into the Member States of products not subject to 
the import arrangements provided for in Article 2 shall not 
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Ti. tle IV 
Amendment of the import arrangements 
Article 7 
1. Where a Member State considers that the import arrangements laid down in 
accordance with Articles 2 and 3 should be amended, it shall inform the 
other Member States and the Commission thereof, specifying, inter alia, 
whether the proposed amendment is to be of an exceptional nature. 
If the Commission considers that the said import arrangements should be 
amended, it shall put the matter before the Committee and submit to it a 
draft of the measures to be taken. 
2. Amendments to the import arrangements shall be adopted in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Article 9 • 
Article ·8 
1. The measures proposed by the Commission, and, if a Member State or the 
Commission so requests, those proposed by the Member States, shall be the 
subject of prior consultation within the Committee, in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 9· 
2. The purpose of the consultation shall be to ascertain the effect of the 
proposed measures on the establishment of common import arrangements and on 
the proper functioning of the common market. 
3. The Committee shall take into account in particular the situation in 
the relevant sector of the economy and, where appropriate, the volume of 
traditional imports and also the various economic aspects of the operations 
in connexion with which the imports are contemplated, including the implica-
tions of these operations for industrial policy • 
- 8-
Article 9 
1. With regard to the measures envisaged by a Member State, if the Commission 
does not request consultation within five working days of receiving the 
information provided for in Article 7(1) and has received no 
request for consultation from any of the Member States by the end of that 
period, it shall take a decision on the proposed measure forthwith. 
2. Where consultation is requested in accordance with Article 8(1), it shall 
commence within five working days of the end of the period of five days 
provided for in paragraph 1. 
3. If, after consultation, no objection has been raised by a Member State or 
by the Commission, the latter shall take a decision on the proposed measure 
forthwith. 
In all other cases: 
if the objection is formulated by the Corr®ission or by the Member State 
directly concerned by the proposed measure, the Commission shall submit 
a proposal to the Council 7 in accordance wi-th Artiole 113 of the Treaty, 
concerning the measures to be taken; 
if the objection is formulated by a Member State not directly concerned 
by the proposed measure, the Commission may either take a decision on the 
proposed measure or s~bmit to the Council, in accordance with Article 113 
of the Treaty, a proposal concerning the measures to be taken. 
The Commission shall put the matter before the Council not more than 
twenty working days from the date of commencement of the consultation 
procedure. 
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5· Subject to Article 10, the proposed measures may not be applied by the 
Member States until after their adoption by the Commission, or by the 
Council if the matter has been put before the latter. 
6. The amendments made to the import arrangements in accordance with' para-
graphs 1 and 3 shall be published from time to time by the Commission in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Article 10 
In a particularly urgent case, measures to restrict import facilities by: 
- withdrawing liberalisation of one or more products; 
- abolishing or reducing a quota 
may be applied by way of interim measure by the Member States, following the 
submission of the request for amendment provided for in Article 7, but without 
~ awaiting any consultation requested under Article 8. 
• 
\ 
If a quota is left entirely unopened on :f) November, this shall cbfts-titute a reduc-




1. There is hereby established a Consultation Committee consisting of represent-
atives of the Member States and chaired by a representative of the Commission. 
2. Matters shall be p~t before the Consultation Commi ttec by i"t;s Chairman at 
his initiative or at the request of a repres~ntative o:f a Member State. 
Article 12 
Without prejudice to the consultations pro•rided for in Articles 8 md 9, the 
Committee mayz 
- 10 -
• hold exchanges of views on any matter liable to contribute to the 
establishment of common import arrangements in respect of state-trading countrie 
examine any questions arising from the application of trade agreements con-
cluded between the Community and state-trading countries; 





Council Decisions 75/210/EEC and 79/252/EEC are hereby repealed. 
Article 14 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1980. 
* 
* * 
1his Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all :Member States. 
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BILAG 1- AN HANG 1- ANNEX 1- ANNEXE I- ALLEGATO 1-BI}LAGE I 
Liste over de i artikel 1 omhandlede statshandelslande 
Liste der Staatshandclsliinder nach Artikel 1 
List of State-trading countries referred to in Article 1 
Liste des pays ~ commerce d'f.tat vis~s 1\ !'article ter 
Lista dei paesi a commercio di Stato di cui all'articolo 1 
Lijsten der in artikel 1 bedoelde landen met staatshandel 
Albanien Albania Albanie Albania 
Bulgarien Bulgaria Bulgarie Bulgaria 
Ungarn Hungary Hongrie Ungheria 
Polen Poland Pologne Polonia 
Rumanien Romania Roumanie Romania 
Tschechoslowakei Czechoslovakia Tchccoslovaquie Cecoslovacchia 
UdSSR USSR URSS 
Deutsche German Republique 
Demokratische Democratic democratique 
Republik Republic allcmande 
Volksrepublik People's Republic Republique 
China of China populaire de Chine 
Nordkorea North Korea Coree du Notd 
Vietnam Vietnam Vi~t-nam 































Category D<:scription NIMEXF. cod<: Units (1978) 
1 Cotton yarn not put up for retail sale 55.05-13; 19; 21; 25; Tonnes 
27; 29; 33; 35; 37; 
41; 45; 46; 48; 52; 
58; 61; 65; 67; 69; 
72; 78; 92; 98 
2 Woven fabrics of cotton, other than gauze, terry fabrics, 55.09-01; 02; 03; 04; Tonnes 
narrow woven fabrics, pile fabrics, chenille fabrics, tulle os; 11; 12; 13; 14; 
and other net fabrics 15; 16; 17; 19; 21; 
29; 31; 33; 35; 37; 
38; 39; 41; 49; 51; 
52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 
57; 59; 61; 63; 64; 
65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 
70; 71; 72; 73; 74; 
76; 77; 78; 81; 82; • 83; 84; 86; 87; 92; 
93; 97 
a) Of which other than unbleached or bleached 55.09-03; 04; 05; 51; 
52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 
57; 59; 61; 63; 64; 
65; 66; 67; 70; 71; 
81; 82; 83; 84; 86; 
87; 92; 93; 97 
3 Woven fabrics of synthetic fibres (discontinuous or waste) 56.07-01; 04; 05; 07; Tonnes 
other than narrow woven fabrics, pile fabrics (including 08; 11; 13; 14; 16; 
terry fabrics) and chenille fabrics 17; 18; 21; 23; 24; 
26; 27; 28; 32; 33; 
34; 36 
a) Of which other than unbleached or bleached 56-07-01; 05; 07; 08; 
13; 14; 16; 18; 21; 
23; 26; 27; 28; 33; 
34; 36 
4 Shirts, T -shirts, lightweight roll or turtle neck pullovers, 60-04-01; 05; 13; 18; 1 000 pieces 
undervests and the like, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 28; 29; 30; 41; 50; 
rubberized, other than babies' garments, of cotton or syn- 58 
thetic textile fibres: . 
a) T-shirts, etc. 
b) $hirts other than T-shirts 
• 
5 Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, 1 winsets, cardigans, bedjackets 60-05-01; 27; 28; 29; 1000 pieces 
and jumpers, knitted or crocheted, not clastic or rubberized 30; 33; 36; 37; 38 
2 
• 
Category Description NIMF.XE code Units (1978) 
6 I Men'~ and boys' woven breeches, shorts and trot1sers 61.01-62; 64; 66; 72; 1 000 pieces (including slacks); women's, girls' and infants' woven 74; 76 
trousers and slacks 
61.02-66; 68; 72 
7 Blouses and shirt-blouses, knitted or chrochetcd (not elastic 60.05-22; 23; 24; 25 1 000 piece> 
or rubberized), or woven, for women, girls and infants 
61.02-78; 82; 84 






Category Description NIMEXE code Units (1978) 
9 Woven cotton terry fabrics; toilet and kitchen linen of 55.08-10; 30; 50; 80 Tonnes 
woven cotton terry fabrics 
62.02-71 
10 Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted, not 60.02-40 1 000 p.1irs 
ela~tic or rubberized, impregnated or coated with artificial 
plastic materials 
11 Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted, 
elastic or rubberi7(:d, other than those of category 10 
not 60.02-50; 60; 70; 80 I 000 pair~ 
12 StoC"king~, under stockings, socks, anklc-~ocks. ~.ockctte'i 60.0.1-11; 19; 25; 27; 1 000 pair'> 
and the like, knitted or crocheted, not el,t~tlc nr rubherized, .30; 90 
other than women's stockings of synthetic textile fibres 
---
• 13 Jvfen'~ and boy~' underpants and brief~. women's, girls' and 60.04-17; 27; 4H; 56 I 000 pieces 
infants' (other than babtes') knickers and briefs, kmtted 
or crocheted, not da~tic or runberized, of cotton or synthe-
tic textile flbn·o; 
I I 
14 A Men's and boys' coat~ of impregnated, co.ned, covered 61.01-01 I 1 000 piece~ 
or lamin.ttcd woven f.tbric I 
14 B Men's and boys' woven overcoats, raincoats and other fl1.01-41; 42; 44; 46; I 000 pieces 
coat'>, cloaks and capes, other than those of category 47 
14 A 
15 A Women's, girl,' and infants' coats of 
coated, covered or lammated woven fabric 
impregnated, 61.02-05 1 000 pieces 
15 B \X'omen's, girl,' and infants' woven overcoats, raincoats 61.02-31: 32; 33; 35; 1 000 pieces 
and other coats, cloaks and capes, jackets and blazers, 36; .37; 39; 40 \ 
other than garments of category 15 A 
---
16 Men's and boy~' woven suits (including coordinate suits 61.01-51; 54; 57 1 000 pieces 
consisting of two or three pieces, which are ordered, 
packed, consigned and normally sold together) 
• 

















Men's and boys' woven under garments other than shirts 
Handkerchiefs of woven cotton fabric of a value of not 
more than 15 EUA/kg 
Bed linen, woven 
Parkas, anoraks, windcheaters and the like, woven 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste synthetic fibres, not put 
up for retail sale 
I 
a) Of which acrylic 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste regenerated fibres, not 
put up for retail sale 
Men's and boys' pyjamas, knitted or crocheted, of 
cotton or of synthetic textile fibres 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies') knitted 
or crocheted pyjamas and nightdresses, of cotton or 
synthetic fibres 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
and knitted or crocheted dresses 
babies') woven 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies') woven 
and knitted or crocheted skirts, including divided skirts 








61.01-29; 31; 32 
61.02-25; 26; 28 
56.05-03; 05; 07; 09; 
11; 13; 15; 19; 21; 
23; 25; 28; 32; 34; 
36; 38; 39; 42; 44; 
45; 46; 47 
56.05-21; 23; 25; 28; 
32; 34; 36 
56.05-51; 55; 61; 65; 
71; 75; 81;, 85; 91; 
95; 99 ' 
60.04-15; 47 
60.04-21; 25; 51; 53 
60.05-41; 42; 43; 44 
61.02-48; 52; 53; 54 
60.05-51; 52; 54; 58 
61.02-57; 58; 62 








1 000 pieces 
1 000 pieces 
1 000 pieces 
I 000 pieces 
1 000 pieces 
- 5 -
• 
Category D~scription NIMEXE code Units (1978) 
29 Women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies') woven 61.02-42; 43; 44 1000 pieces 
suits, and costumes (including coordinate suits consisting 
of two or three pieces which are ordered, packed, 
consigned and normally sold together) 
30 A Women's, girls' and infants' woven 
dresses 
pyjamas and night- 61.04-11; 13; 18 1000 pieces 
30B Women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies') woven 61.04-91; 93; 98 Tonnes 
undergarments, other than pyjamas and nightdresses 












' _______ ........ ______ ...;_ ________ ___,. _____ ---· 
GROUP ll1 
..c) Of which ot~e; than unbjeachel:l or b~ehed 
S1Jl4.06 
62.03-96 
51.04-H; 1J;l5; 17; 
, Ul; 21; 23• 25; 26; 
27; 28.; ~~. 34; 36; 
. 42; 44; 46;.48 
56.07-37; ~; 48;'5~; 
54; _57; 5"; 6.J~ 64; 
! ' *i6; 73; 74; 17; 78; 




- ~=-t Kruu.~~---~~an~c-~-·-e-d--sy_n_~_e_ri_c_cu __ rt_a_m_&_b_ri_c_s_i_nc-I-ud-i~n-g-.~--~-•. -o-1~-----------+---------------
l net curtain fabric· Tonnes 
------~tr---------------------~----------~---------------~---------
38 8 Net curtains Tonnes 
_---L-.. ________ ___L__,;... __ __t_ ____ , 
.... > :: 





Category Description NIMEXE code Units (1978) 
39 Woven table linen, toilet and kitchen linen other than 62.02-41 ; 43; 47; 65; Tonnes 
of cotton terry fabric 73; 77 
40 Woven curtains 
articles 
(other than net curtains) and furnishing 62.02-81 ; 89 Tonnes 
41 Yarn of synthetic textile fibres (continuous), not put up for 51 .01-05 ; 07; 08 ; 09 ; Tonnes 
retail sale, other than non-textured single yarn untwisted or 11; 13; 16; 18; 21; 
with a twist of not more than 50 turns per metre 23; 26; 28; 32; 34; 
38; 42; 44; 48 
42 Yarn of regenerated textile fibres (continuous), not put up 51.01-50; 61; 64; 66; Tonnes 
for retail sale, other than single yarn of viscose rayon 71; 76; 80 
untwisted or with a twist of not more than 250 turns per 
metre and single non-textured yarn of any acetate 
43 Yarn of man-made fibres (continuous), put up for retail sale 51.03-10; 20 Tonnes 
• 
' ----
44 Woven fabrics of synthetic textile fibres (continuous), 51.04-05 Tonnes 
containing elastomeric yarn 
45 Woven fabrics of synthetic 
containing elastomeric yarn 
textile fibres (continuous), 51.04-54 Tonnes 
46 Carded or combed sheep's or lambs' wool or other fine 53.05-10; 22; 29; 32; Tonnes 
animal hair 39 
47 Yarn of carded sheep's or lambs' wool (woollen yarn) or of 53.06-21; 25; 31; 35; Tonnes 
carded fine animal hair, not put up for retail sale 51; 55; 71; 75 
53.08-11; 15 
48 Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs' wool (worsted yarn) or of 53.07-01; 09; 21; 29; Tonnes 
combed fine animal hair, not put up for retail sale 40; 51; 59; 81; 89 
,> 53.08-21 ; 25 
I 
' 
49 Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool or of fine animal hair, put 53.10-11; 15 Tonnes 
up for retail sale 
I 
• 50 Woven fabrics of sheep's or lambs' wool or of fme animal 53.11-01; 03; 07; jJ; Tonnes 
hair 13; 17 ; 20 ; 30; 40 ; 
52; 54; 58; 72; 74; 





-=-~-~~ ~------ --- -------------------
- 8-
Category Description 







52 Cotton yarn put up for retail sale 55.06-10; 90 Tonnes 











Regenerated textile fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded 
or combed 
Synthetic textile fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded or 
combed 
Yarn of synthetic textile fibres (discontinuous or waste), 
put up for retail sale 
Yarn of regenerated textile fibres (discontinuous or waste), 
put up for retail sale 
Carpets, carpr;ting and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
Woven, knitted or crocheted carpets, carpeting, rugs, mats 
and matting, and 'Kelem' 'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not); floor coverings of 
felt 





56.04-21; 23 j 25 j 29 





58.01-01; 11; 13; 17; 
30; 80 
58.02-12; 14; 17; 18; 













Narrow woven fabrics not exceeding JO ern in width with I 5!!.05-01; 08; 30; 40: 
~~;~~g~:h~;~~=~'wgo~~:~~tel: a~d~he0l~t~rt~~l~u~n both I ~~; .J;/ 9b1 ; 69 ~ 73 ' 1 
--·----------------L ---- ·---------· 
Woven labels, badges and the like, not embroidered, in the 
piece, in strips or cut to shape or size 
Chenille yarn (including flock chenille yarn), gimped 
yarn (other than metalhzed yarn and gimped horsehair 
yarn); braids and ornamental trimmings in the piece; 
tassels, pompons and the like 
Tulle and other net fabrics (but not including woven, 
knitted or crocheted fabrics), plain 
I 58.06-10:90 I "0nnc-;, 
58.07-31; -,s-; 50; 80 








Tulle and other net fabrics (but not including woven, 
knitted or crocheted fabrics), figured; hand or mechani-
cally made lace, in the piece, or in motifs 
Embroidery, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 
63 Knitted or crocheted fabric, uot elastic or rubberized, of 
synthetic textile fibres, containing elastofibres; knitted or 
crocheted fabric, elastic or rubberized 
64 Rachel lace and long-pile fabric (imitation fur), knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or wbberized, of synthetic 
textile fibres 
6.5 Knitted or crocheted fabrics, not elastic or rubberized, 
other than those of categories 38 A, 63 and 64 
66 
67 
Travelling rugs and blankets 
Clothing accessories and other article~ (except garments), 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized; articles 
(other than bathing costumes) of knitted or crocheted fabric, 




58.09-11; 19; 21; 31; 
35; 39; 91; 95; 99 




I 60.01-51; 55 
I 
60.01-01; 10; 62; 64 
65; 68; 72; 74; 75 
78; 81; 89; 92; 94 
96; 97 
----------
62.01-10; 20; 81; 85; 
93; 95 
62.05-86; 87; 89; 91 j 
95; 9!l 




















Babies' under garments of knttted or crocheted fabrics, 
not elastic or rubberized 
11 6<> \X'omen'.;, girh' and infants' knitted or crocheted petti-
synthltic textile fibres, other than 
NIMF.XF. code Units (1978) 
I 
l 60.04-11 ; J6 Tonnes 
I 
I 60.04-54 1 000 pit·ces 
_____ L __ coa-ts·--a--nd slips, of 
-- habit-:' garments 
I -------------+------T---------
7() \ l'anty-ho~e (tights) l 60.04-31; 3.1; 34 1 000 pieces 




Babies' knitted outer g~rments 
Knitted swimwear 
Track suits of knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastic or 
rubberized 
60.05-06; 07; 08; 09 
60.05-11 ; l3 ; 15 1 000 pieces 
60.06-91 
1 000 pieces 
1
1 60.0.'i-16; 17; 19 
-------+~-------------------------------------------~----------------~~---------------1 
74 Women's, g1rls' and infaPts' (other than babies') seits and 
costumes (includmg cqordinate suits con::isting of two or 
three piece~ which arc ordered, packed, consigned and 
normally sold together), of knitted ur crocheted fabric, not 
chstic or mbberizcd 
75 1
1 
Men'& .tnd boyo;' suit~ (including coordinate suits consisting 
of two or three pieces which are ord::red, packed, con~igned 
.-
____ l __ and -·normally sold together), of knitted or crocheted 
_ _ fabn~,, not elastic or rubbenzed 
76 Men'~ and boys' 'Noven industriai and occupational 
1 dothmg; women's, girls' and infants' woven aprons, I stnock-over.11ls and other industrial and occupational 
clothmg (whether or not also suirabic for domesttc use) 
---::,-[ wo .. :, ... , ~o,k;,:~~:.,h"" ""a, Hb,,, ----





J\len's and boys' woven bath robes, dressing goww., 
smoklllg jackets and simil.u indoor we.u and other outer 
garments, except g.um.:nts of categories 6, 14 A, 14 B, 
16. 17, 21, 76 and 79 
60.0)-71; 72; 73; 74 1 000 piecrs 
I 60.05-66; 68 Tonnes 
-------------+---------------
61.01-11; 15; 17; 19 
61.02-12; 14 
60.03-21 ; 23 
61.01-0<). 24; 25; 26; 
























Babies' woven garments 
Women's, girls' and infants' woven bath robes, dressing 
gowns, bed jackets and s1milar indoor wear and other 
outer garments, except garments of categories 6, 7, 15 A, 
15 B, 21, 26, 27, 29, 76, 79 and 80 
Under garmtnts, other than babie-s', knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized, of wool, fine animal hair or 
regenerated textile fibres 
Outer garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, other than garments of categories 5, 7, 26, 27, 
28, 71, 72, 73, 74 and 75 
Shawl~, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like, 
other than knitted or crocheted 
Ties, bow ties and cravats, other than knitted or crocheted 
-
Corsets, corset-belts, ~uspender-belts, braces, suspenders, 
garters and the like (including such articles of knitted or 
crocheted tabnc), other than brassieres, whether or not 
elastic 
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, socks and sockeltes, not 
being knitted or crocheted goods 
lvbde up accessories for articles of appard (for example, 
dre\S shields, shoulder and other pads, belts, muffs, 
sleeve proto::ctors, pockets), other than knitted or crocheted 
NlMEXE code Units (1978) 
61.01-22; 23 Tonnes 
61.02-16; 18 
61.02-01; 03 Tonnes 
61.04-01; 09 
61.02-07; 22; 23; 24; Tonnes 
86; 88; 92 
60.04-38; 60 Tonnes 
I 
I 
60.05-04; 81; 82; 83; I Tonnes 84 
I 
I 




61.07-30; 40; 90 Tonnes 
--




Handkerchiefs of woven cotton fabric of a value of more 
























Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, of synthetic textile fibres, 
plaited or not 
Tents 
Woven fabrics of man-made textile fibres and ruhbcnn·d 
textile woven fabric\, for tyres 
Sack~ and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods, 
of woven fabric, other than made from polycthylene or 
poi~:Propylcnc \trip 
Waddmg and .articles of wadding; textile flock and dust 
and mill neps 
/ 
Felt and articles of felt, whether or not impregnated or 
coated, other than floor coverings 
Bonded frhrc Lihrrc;, similar bonded yarn fabrics, and 
article~ ot 'uch fahncs, whether or not Impregnated or 
coated, other than clothmg and clothing accc<;sorics 
-
Nets and netting made of twine, cordage or rope, and made 
up fishing nets of yarn, twine, cordage or rope 
Other articles made from yarn, twme, cordage, rope or 
cables, other than textile bbrics, articles made from such 
L1hnc' and articles of category 97 
NIMEXE code 
(!978) 





62.0,-93; 9S; 97; 91! 
59.01-07: 12; 14; 15; 
16; 1!!; 21; l9 
59.01-35; 41; 47; 51; 
57; S9; 91; 95; 97 
59.03 11; 19; 30 




Textik fabne<; contcd with gum or amylaceous substances, 
of a kind used for t hl' outer covers of books and the ltke; 
tr;~cing cloth; prepared painting canv~s; buckram <~nd \lmi-
br fabncs for hat foumLttions and similar uses 
Textde fabrics tmpregnated, c.oatcd, covered or l.1mmated 
with prcparatHJO\ of cellu!o~c derivatives or of other 
artificial plastil: lll.Hl'ri;l J, 
59.07-10; 90 

















C3tegory I Description I NIMEXEcode Ullita (1978) 
101 Twine, cordage, ropes and cabl~, plaited or not, other 5.9.04-90 Tonnes 
than of synthetic textile fibres · . . 
102 Linoleum and materials prepared on a textile base in a 59.10-10; 31; 39 Tonnes ; 
• 
similar manner to linoleum, whether or not cut to shape or 
of a kind used as floor coverings; floor coverings 
· consisting of a coating applied on a textile base, cut to 
shape or not 
103 Rubberized textile fabrics other than rubberized knitted 59.11-11; 14; 17; 20 Tonnes 
or crocheted goods, excluding fabrics for tyres 
104 Textile fabrics, impregnated or coated, other than those of 59.12-00 Tonnes 
categories 99, 100, 102 and 103; painted canvas being 
theatrical scenery, studio backcloths or the like 
105 Elastic fabrics and trimminr (other than knitted or 59.13-01; 11; 13; 15; Tonnes 
crocheted goods) consisting o textile materials combined 19; 32; 34; 35; 39 
with rubber threads • ·• 
106 Wicks, of woven, ~laited or knitted textile materials, for 59.14-00 Tonnes 
lamps, stoves, Jig ters, candles and the like; tubular 
knitted gas-mantle fabric and incandescent gas mantfes 
' Textile hosepiping and similar tubing, with or without 107 59.15-10; 90 Tonnes 
lining, armour or accessories of other materials 
108 Transmission, conveyor o·r elevator belts or belting, of 59.16-00 Tonnes 
textile material, whether or not strengthened with metal 
or other material 
109 Woven tarpaulins, sails, awnings and sunblinds. 62.04-21; 61; 69 Tonnes 




111 Camping goods, woven, other ·than pneumatic mattresses 
and tents · . 
ti2.04-29; 79 Tonnes 
.. 
• 
112 Other made-up textile articles, woven, excluding those of 
categories 113 and 114 






113 Floor cloths, dish cloths, dusters and the like, other than 
knitted or crocheted 
114 Textile fabrics and textile articles of a kind commonly 






59.17-10; 29; 41; 49; 
51; 59; 71; 79; 91; 










115 Flax or ramie yarn, not put up for retail sale 
116 Flax or ramie yam, put np for retail sale 
117 Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie 
118 Bed linen, table linen and kitchen linen; curtains and 
other furnishing articles: 
B. Other: 
Bed linen of flax or ramie, other than knitted or 
crocheted 
119 Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; 




Table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen of flax or 
ramie, other than knitted or crocheted 
Bed linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and 
other furnishing articles: 
Curtains (including net curtains) and other furnishing 
articles, of flax o; ramie, other than knitted or crocheted 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not: 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, ·plaited or not, of 
flax or ramie 
122 Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods: 
B. Of other textile materials: 
I. Used: 
a) Of flax or of sisal: 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing 




54.03-10; 31; 35; 37; 
39; 50; 61; 69 
54.04-10; 90 
54.05-21· 25; 31; 39; 
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Category Description NIMEXE coJe Units (1978) 
123 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 
towelling or similar tertl fabrics of cotton fallin~ within 
hc.1dmg No 55.08 and abrics falling within heading No 
58.05): 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like: 
Woven pile fabrics :md chenille fabrics of flax or ramie, 58.04-80 Tonnes 
other than narrow woven fabrics; shawls, scarves, muff-
61.06-90 lcrs, mantillas, veils and the like, of flax or ramie, 







r--·- ----I I I ~ Catenary Description NH~EXE Code Units 




124 Synthetic staple fibre 56.0>~i tonnes f Fibres synthetiques 5 e, • c.: - ~ : 
discontinues 56.0.:-~~-- l I 
-5&. cT=-l:r-
• 56.02-~3 










125 Synthetic filament yarn 51.G1-14 
Fils synthetiques continus tonnes 
• 51.01-25 





51. c 2- ~ 5 
.,# 51.C2-21:S 
- --
126 Regenerated staple fibre 56.01-21 














·f---~ -r --- _____ ._..,....~ ..... ):l -~~'~ ·-- ' ~~ ------- - --...-...... ~·--.-- -_,. __ ,.-.. ---------l Category / ... ( Description NIMEXE Code Units 
I Cate9orie I Designations des marchandises Code NIMEXE Unites (1978) I ~-- I ·t I 136 Silk fabrics S:J.C9-01 tonnes 









. .SJ. C9-4l. 




I ' ' S(;.C?-62 
I·, 5C.C9-64. 









137 Pile tabri CS of silk etc. 58.04-05 tonnes 
Tissus de velours de soie 58.05-2~ 
• 
etc. 






139 Fabrics of metal yarns 52.02-00 tonnes 
Tissus de fits met a lli QU•= S 
140 Knitted fabric of other 60.01-98 tonnes 
fibres . 
I ' Eto1fe de bonneterie I d'aL.tres fibres 
• ·' I 62.01-99 l 141 Blankets of other fibres tonnes 
Couvertures d'autres fibres ' 
_.,._ 
742 ~ of sisal, i 59.C2-20 tonnes Carpets hemp, etc. I 
i I sg.~;:-co 
Ta;:>is de sisal de chanvre, 58.02-80 
















Designations des marchandises 
Clothing of non-MFA fibres, 
knitted 
Articles d'habillement 
de~ fibres non-AMF, tricot~s 
Clothing of non-MFA fibres, 
woven 
Articles d'habillement des 
fibres non-AMF, t isses. 
Felt of. coarse hair 
Feutre de poils gross1~rs 
Cordage of abaca 
Cordage d 1 abaca 
Sisal baler and binder twine 
Ficelles lieuses et, 
Qotteleuses en sisal 
Other sisal twine and cordag~ 
Autres ficelles et cordages 
en sisal 
































59 .. 04-20 
59 .. 04-31 
59 .. 04-35 
59 .. 04-38 


















Designations des marchandises 
Jute yarns 
Fils ce jute 
NIMEXE Code 














Fils de coco 
Jute faorics 150-230 cm wide 
unbleached 
iissus de jute 150-230 cm 
de largeur ecrus 
Jute fabrics over 230 cm 
l;idt unPlta,heQ 
T4ssus de jute pLus ae 230 '" 
de Largeur ecrus , 
Jute fabrics over 150 cm 
wide finished 
Tissus de jute plus de 150 cm 
de largeur acheves 
Jute fabric below 150 cm and 
310 gr and sacks therefrom 
Tissus de jute moins de '150 
cm and 310 gr et sacs 1 
similaires 
Jute fabric below 150 cm, 
310-500 gr and sacks 
there from 
• Tissus de jute moins de 
150 cm, 310-500 gr et sacs 
similaires 
Jute fabrics beLow 150 c~ 










. 62. C3-1 5 
57 .. 10-50 









Tissus de jute moins de 
150 cm plus 500 gr et sacs 
similaires 
151A 
.. < ... : 
Coir carpets 
lapis de coco 
58.02•11 tonnes 
r-·---···-·-----------~~---- ~- ·-------·--·· ·~---·· . ·-- ------- ------------·· --·---i ----·· ---.. ~-I ) I Category Description N IMEXE Code Units I I 1 I j Categorie Designatiol'ls des rnarchandises Code N H·1 E XE l Unites I (1978) 
r 1513 l Jute carpets 58.02-50 1 
I T.J;JiS de jute tonnes 
• 
152 Jute felt 59.02-31 tonnes 
Feutre de jute 
I 
1 )3 Jute sacks 62.03-11 
SilCS de jute tonnes 
,54 Natural raw fibres SO.C1-CO tonnes 









































·,···~----·-------- --··-----~------------------ ---------------------------1 
• I 1 ; ~ Category Description NH1F.XE Code Units 
t l • Cdtegorie Code NIMEXE Unitf?s Designations des marchandises I ( 1978) ! I I l \ l l ., tonnes 
! j 155 j Pes tal packets and ships 50.97-00 I j stores )1 .91-0\) 
I Colis postaux et avitaille-
53.91-CO I 
. t:'lent a bord 54-.9 T-CO 
~ · '55.91-CO 
I 55.98-00 
I r::6.9T-CO 58.97-00 I 59.98-00 
I 60.97'-00 
61.97-00 \ 





























vedr0rende artikel 2, stk. 1 
betreffend Artikel 2 Absatz 1 
referred to in Article 2 (1) 
visee a l'article 2 paragraphe 1 
menzionato all'articolo 2, paragrafo 1 
als bedoeld in artikel 2, lid 1 
helt undergivet kvantitative restriktioner 
delvist undergivet kvantitative restriktioner (1) 
vollstandig unter mengenmassigen Beschrankungen 
teilweise unter mengenmassigen Beschrankungen (1) 
completely under quantitative restrictions 
partially under quantitative restrictions (1) 
enti~rement sous restrictions quantitatives 
partiellement sous restrictions quantitatives (1) 
interamente sotto restrizione quantitativa 
parzialmente sotto restrizione quantitative (1) 
volledig onder kwantitatieve beperkingen 
gedeeltelijk onder kwantitatieve beperkingen (1) 
(1) for rlrn n11l)tg\lg<' bot«tr.eiS<' for ·:af<'fl t<! nol~n ~ alutnin,f(Cr; 11! btlsr,et. 
B:gl doer gtn•u~n fktf'l<hntmR 6 .. r W11rr su:hf' Anm('rkung 'm End!! des Anl-s.n~ 
Por t'XII({ o.- ... cnpt!OO ')( th.t' produ~t. ~·· ~<,)()tnotc 11"1 th( 1\n.,~){ 
Pour to dfqg-nr.tH>Il ~xtu.:t!' du p{""!)(!u·t, vC'n 110tt tn f,n d'a:tn-u:~ 
P('f la Cn!snuJOM' 1-'•tt• d-tl prodotl') nfrnnu all~ no~.;: m hn~ d<!ll'alle~to. , 

















A I b) 
A I 
IV 









OL04. 13 + 
02 .. 01 .. 01 
02.,01o55 -







"! •.•• ··- 0 
_,_,.,. .. .....;..,. .. ·--~··· ... .:;..,.~---'~-~·-·-
2 ~· -~ 

























~ .... ........ '-.:.......--. _:. ____ -- ·~· ..... o.h·~,.;,··- ........ ·--- ·---; -·- --~--·-----.-
'-....."!"'.~' .. 3s 
' 
T.DaC .. CODE BNL DK D f XRL I U-1< J. NIMEXE 
' .. . 
07.01 A I 07 .. 01 .. 11 + + + 
II 07 .. 01 .. 13 + 
-
... + + + 
07 .. 01 .. 15 ... 
-
+ + + + 
Ill a 07.01 .. 17 + + + ·' + + 
b 07.01 .. 19 + + + + 
D I a 07 .. 01 .. 31 
- -
b 07 .. 01 .. 33 
- -
II 07.01 .. 34 
- -07 .. 01.~6 
- -~ 
f II a 07 .. 01 .. 45 
- -
b 07.01 .. 47 '- -
L 07 .. 01 .. 73 ... Jt 
M I . 07 .. 01 .. 75 + + -
II 07 .. 01 .. 77 .+ 
- -
+ + 
07 .. 02 8 07 .. 02.50 +(1) + + + 
• 
07 .. 04 A 07.04.50 +(1) ... + + + 
08 .. 01 B + + 
c . + + 
08 .. 04 A I a 08.04 .. 21 + 
-
b 08 .. 04.23 + -
. 
08 .. 07 A 08 .. 07.10 
-









12u08 A 12.08 .. 01 + + 
13 .. 03 A VEl 13,03 .. 17 + 
15 .. 10 c 15,10 .. 55 + I I [) 15~ 10 .. 70 . + I tt • 
16 .. 04 D 16 .. Ol~ .. 7'1 -
E 16,.04 .. 15 .,., 
----· ---
-I I (1) RoPoC.~ tOR~ VN, MO~ 
=-.= :::-....::...:..:.. __ . _ __: ____ --------· ... __;_,_· ___ -· - .... -__;..·...;.· ..---=-:.;.;;--;ooo-· :....· --'-'---"''--""--'---
4. 
I· mmm~ - ~ TaD.C. CODE BNL OK D F· IRL I u-K NIMEXE . ·- -
iit!P'"il ..,.....,...,. 
·- ---
17.04 A + + 
c + + 
0 + + 
18.06 A + + 
B + 




20.02 H 20.02.98 -(1) - -
20.07 A III a 20.07 .. 07 + + 
20.07.08 - -
.,11 
b1 20.07 .. 12 + + 
20 .. 07.13 - -
• 
2 20.07.16 + + 
20 .. 07 .. 17 - -
B II a1 20 .. 07 .4.1 + 
3 20.07.47 + 
7 aa) 20.07.54 -
b1 --20 .. 07.58 + 
3 . 20.07.62 + 
4 20.07.63 + 
8 aa) 20.07.71 -
21.02 C I 21.02.40 + 
• 
I" l 21 .. 07 G I a1 21 .. 07.71 + I 
' 
22.06 + ' 
22.08 + + + 
' 22.09 A 22.09 .. 10 - + -
B I + I • II + ~ 
c I a 22 .. 09.52 - + ' 
b 22.09.53 - + 
II a + 
" •• I .... b + 
(1) RPC, COR, VN, MO. 
' I 
\ 










(1) ALpBG~HpPL, RpCS~ 
CODE 
NIMEXE 
22.09 .. 71 
22.09 .. 72 
22 .. 09 .. 74 
22.09 .. 75 
.;p ~ 









25.31 .. 91 












































$ T~~ -~] .BN~ -- rF g • DK D IRL I ~ ' ! 
~ 
I 





27.05 bis + 
! ( 
I 
27.07 B I 27.07.23 + 
27.07.25 + 
27 e07 •~28 + -
II 27.07.39 + 
D 27.07.59 -
'. 




I + + 
II + + 
III 
a + + 
b 
. 27.10.21 - + 
27.10.25 + + 
27.10.29 + + 
BI + + 
II + + 
III 
27.10.34 + + 
27.10.38 + 
27.10.39 + + 
c + + 
27.11 
A + + 











T .. DaC. CODE r 
... K NIMEXE BNL OK I) F IRL I 
.. 
. 
' 27-17 + 
28.17 A 28 017.11 + . 28.17.15 + 
28.19 28.19.00 
- -
28.20 A 28.20.11 + 28.20.15 + 
'11 ~ 
28.21 28.21 .. 10 +· 
28.27 
+ 
' 28.30 A I 28.30.12 + VII 28.30·19 
-
-







• B I 28.38 .. 81 -· + . -· 
28 .. 40 B II + .- .-
-· 




28.46 :e 28.46.91 + 
. 
28.47 :e 
I 28.47 e 31 + 
II 28.47 .. 41 + 
, 28 .. 47-43 + 
28.50 B 28.5Q.80 
- -
28.54 + p 





D II 29 .01. 7-1 + 
29.01.73 + 

























~- V B II 
C IV 
V 















29.13 A I 29 .13 e 11 
29.14 A I 29.14.12 
• 
-






















































---.:--......,,< -· ~-:-;;: 
9. 
~~~:~-~-~~'~T~~~i~~:~:-r:~~T:T:~.-~-· ----·+"-~--~--)c-~-~--L"~_L _____ , __ _j _____ _ 
" iH I ~~ : ; t;~ ,, ' I I i ~ + 
I II !i 29 • 15 0 6 5 . ~ I 
'29 .. 15 .. 71 M ~ & + 
































(1) AL, BG, E. 
29 .. 16 .. 15 
29 "16~ 18 





29 G23o 17 
29 m23 .. 81 
29o27 .. 10 
29.30.00 
I 
I I I I ij ~ ~ ~ I g ~ ~ 
! . .l . f I ~ ., I ~ ~ ~~ ·,~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ q " -~·· 
: ~ ~" . ~ . ~ ~ . ~ I ~ 











+ ~ 1) 
+ 1) 






























29.35 ·97 + 
29-35.98 -
' 




c 29.44-91 + 
29.44-99 + 
30.03 A I + (1) 





B + + 
c 31.02.20 + + 
31.02-30 + + + 
' 31.02.40 + + 
31.02.50 + + 
31.02.60 + + 
31.02.70 + + 
31.02.80 + + I 31.02.90 + + " 
31.05 A + 
' 
32-05 
' A + + + ! 







I + (1) I 





b 32.07.65 - ( 1) 
.I ... 
(1) AL, BG, Ht PL, R, CS, SU, DDR, VN, COR, MO 
11 • 
T.o.c. CODE BNL OK 0 F IRL I u-K NIMEXE . • , . 




33.01 A I + 
E + 
34.03 A + 
36.01 + 
36.02 ' + + 
36.04 + 
36.05 + 
36.06 + + 
36.08 + 
37-02 + 




38.14 A + 
B I a) + + 
b) + 
II + 
Ill + ~ 
38-19 
A + 









M + • 





I s + + T 
. I ... 
12. 
• T.D.C. 
CODE BNL DK D F IRL I U-K NIMEX.E 
, . 
' 
. I .. . 
38.19 













38.19 ·99 + 
\ 
39.01 B ·- --- + 






39.02 B + 
c 
I + II + III + IV + 
V + I VI + jlr VII ., + VIII + I IX + X + I XI > + XII + 
XIII + 
39.03 + 
39.07 E IV 39-07 ·44 - (1) 
• 40.02 + 
40.06 + 
40.10 + 
.. ( t.) DDR,. VN, COR, MO 
---·-~--·:~. -..:..:-.-::~:: . .::..·. 
13 • 
TcD.C. CODE BNL OK D F IRL I u-K • NIMEXE 
,. 
40.11 
A ' + 
B 40.11 .21 + + 
40.11 .2 3 + + 
40.11.25 I 
' - -·. 
+ 
40.11.27 + 
40.11 .29 + 
40.11.40 + 
40.11 45 + + 
40 .11. 52 + + 
40.11.53 + + 
40.11.55 + ( ) + 
40 .11. 57 + 
40 .11. 63 + 
40.11 .80 - + 
41.02 A + 
B 41 .02 .11 + 
41 .02 .16 + 
41.02.21 + 
41 .02 .28 
- • 41.02-31 + 






42.02 B 42.02.21 + ( 2) 
42.02.23 + (1) 
42.02.31 + ( '2) 
42.02.35 - (1) 
42.02.41 + ( 2) 
42.02.51 + ~ 2) 
42.02.81 
- 2) I 
42.02.89 - (1) ,. I 
42.03 B + 
I 42.03.21 - ( 3) + 
II + + . 
III + ( 3) 
~ 
(1) D.D.R. 
( 2 ) s auf : AL, BG , 1 , PL, R, CS SU, D R, VN, COR, MC 
( 3) RPC, COR, VN, M 
14. 
- -· 
I • T.D.C. CODE BNL OK D F IRL I NIMEXE .. I _:j 
44.11 44.11.10 - (1) + 
44.11 .20 + 
44.11-30 + 
44.11.90 + 






I 44.15 + 
44.18 44.18.11 + + 
44-18.19 + + 
44 .18. 30 + 
44.18.90 + 
I 44.23. B II 44.23.71 + 44.23.79 + I I 
' ·- -· 44.24 44.24.00 
-
45.01 + (2) 
• 45.02 + 
46.02 B 46.02.10 - (2) 
46.03 46.03.10 
-
48.01 A + + 
c + 
F + 












( 1) AL, BG, R, cs, su, DDR, V1, COR, w 
I 
I (2) PDR, VN ~0 I AL, BG, H, PL, R, CS, SU, COR, 
PRODUITS TEXTILES (Chapitres 50 a 62) 
15. 
I ~ESTRICTIONS ~~~1J,l.ATlV~s .. , 1~.-:: CATEGv~:iE REGIME EUR DK D L...:_ I I RL f IT j LJ·-:.:~ __ _1 ~ BNL l 
! I 
l I ~ ~ . 1 TEXT X X X X X X I )( j 
2 I TEXT X i X I i X X X X )i I i 3 TEXT X X X X X X X i 
' 
4 TEXT X X X X X X I X i 5 TEXT X X X X X X X 
6 I TEXT X X X X X X X I 7 TEXT X X X X >\ X X I ' ----8 TEXT X X X X X X X 
'9 TEXT X X X X X X X 
10 TEXT X X X 
11 TEXT X X X 
12 TEXT X X X X X X X I I 13 TEXT X X X X X X 
. ! 
14A TEXT X x· X X X X 
148 TEXT X X X X X X X 
15A TEXT X X x· X X X 
158 TEXT X X X X X X X i 
16 TEXT X X X X X X X 
17 TEXT x X X X X X X 
18 TEXT ~ X X X X X X X 
19 TEXT X X X X X X 
20 TEXT )( X X X )( X X 
21 TEXT X X X X X X 
22 TEXT X X X X X I 
23 TEXT X X X X X i 
24 TEXT X X )( X X X 
I 25 TEXT X X X X X )( 
• 
' 
I ~ 26 TEXT X X X I I X X X X t 1 27 TEXT ! ~ I X X X X X X i X ' . ! ?b ~ TEXT X X X X I X ' )<, ' • I • ' ~ ~ ~)!I ~ HXT X X X X X ' X l X 
' ! ' i ' l ·'· I l ' 
.3C;.. 
' 
TEXT X X X I X ; X X i 
' 
i I I ! 
! I ' ( ·.~>ot) '· HXT X )( X X X I )' ~ ' j ~ I • l .. - 1 i l:XT I I 




! I I '7- ic'XT ! I l t .. (. t X ,\ ! l I 
' 
~- ~ TEXT I ' ..)) X X I )( X y. ! I ' t .. II 3 .. TEXT X )( X i )( X A i 
• 
.--..--·-< ·----·· '--- - .. ·-··= 
i ,.-....... ._.,.,. ... ___ . 
CA TEGOR I E I REGIME EUR 
BNL 
• 
35 l TEXT X 36 TEXT X 
37 TEXT X 
38A TEXT 
388 TEXT 
39 TEXT X 
40 TEXT 
41 TEXT X ( 1 
42 TEXT X ( 1 
43 TEXT LIB 
44 TEXT X 
45 TEXT X 
46 TEXT LIB 
47 TEXT LIB 
• 48 TEXT LIB(2) 
49 TEXT X 
50 TEXT X 





56 TEXT LIB 
57 TEXT LIB 
58 TEXT LIB 
59 TEXT 
60 TEXT LIB 





• 65 TEXT 
(1) sauf et ine 




DK ~ F 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
























IT i U-K I 
---~---~-~ 


















































































































... { -: -~ ·-·- -....... ·~ ·- --
EUR I 



















































I IT i U-r< i 
' ' ~ i I, ~ ! ( I x(1) ' )( ' f ' X X I X I X i X X : I ~· I X X \ 
I I X X ! 
I I I X X ! 




X )( i 
I 
t 
X X X I 
' l 




·I X \ I X X X I 
' • X X )( ; 
X X X I 
X X I I 
X X i 
i 
X X I X 
X 





X ( 1) l 
! 
I 
X X X I 
r 

















>{ X ( 1' 
I 
1 b. 
fe-- --~---------·----,,------R-E_S_T_R_I_C_T_IO_N_S--Q-U-AN-.... -~ 1-T-~\-T_I_V_E_S ____ . __ .l 
j CATEGOR I_lt: j REGIME EUR !-\ •B•N•L-""r--D...,K--~-D-"":-_F_,_f··~·~ ·~--;.;~~ ~··;::~;~i 
!--~- ,------:------~.---+1---:i---+----; ~----: 
101 .,i TEXT LIB I I i . 
102 TEXT LIB I 































( 1 ) sauf Chine 
(2) uniquement 56.03 A 
(3) uniquer..ent 51.02 
:4) sauf 56.02 B 
( 5) sauf 53.10.20 
(f.)) uniquement 50.07 c 














LIB (6) · 
LIB 
LIB 
LIS ( 7) 
X 
x(1) X 
x(1) X X 
X X •X 







X X ( 1) 
X X 
X )( X 
X X X 
X X X 










• I • . 
'"~ 







































































uniquement 50.09 B - sauf RPC, VN ,COR ,MO. 
( 2) sa•Jf 57.11 A . 
un~Gue:nent 57.11 A 
RPC, COR, VN, MO. 
., 
S<>uf b1.US.'11, 61.06.10, 61.07~ 10 
RPC, COR, VN, MO " 
sauf 50.01, SO.G2 ~ 

















.. , .... ;.,·. 













,__ ~~• I u l. ._ .... 
' 
-










































: ~ . 
. ---·--~~ .... , ...;...~ ... ~ .... , ...... ~ ............. _. ~--·-··--
·-----·· . L~ . ..... ~.-:-·-. -~-----.-. ~ .• - -·-..,·•--:--.. ' ~ ·-- --
• .-


















64.02 A ; 
+(1) 
64.02.10 
- + + + 
. 64.02.21 
-
+ + . ' 
64.02.29 
-
+ (3) + 
·~, 64.02.31 
- + (3)• + --~-~- 64.02.35 + . + + + --'··~2.37- + + 
-
+ · ..... ~-Aa 












64 .. 02 .. 90 








(2) AL,.RPC,COR, N,MO. 
' ·1 (3·). -··R ctQ. suspendues pour 1979. 










- - ~. + + 





















































T.D.C. CODE I U-K I N!MEXE BNL DK D F IRL I I ·-
168.16. 20 












B 69.06.90 -(1) + + I 
; 69.07 
f A 69.07.20 
- + 
- + l ~ 
i B I 
l I I 69.07. 30 + + f 69.07.40 + + 
II 69.07.50 
- + + 
69.07.60 + + 
- + • 69.07.70 + + .. 








- + + + 
! 69.08.75 + + + + 69.08.85 + + + + ! ~ 69.08.99 + + + j ~ 69.09 B + 
I 69.10 + .I ... 




j ; f 
l 


























69.12 .. 31 



























































0 I F 
- R . + 
- B + 
- I + 
- + 






QUANTITATIVES f .. ,,_;==-a--' 





• I + 
+ + 
• I • 
+ + 



















T.D.C. CODE B'NL DK NIMEKE 
.. 
70.16 




71.16 A 71.16.21 
B 71.16.51 















D I b 9 
Il 
73.11 A II 
I Ill 'IV a} 2 b) 




' IV ' 
V a) 2 
t b 
I () {1) DDR, su ( 2) AL, BG., N, PL, f' .cs, su, " t., COR , MO 








































































r+c2r· i +( 2) 
~ +( 2) 
' +( 2) i +( 2) 









t r F 8 T.D.C. CODE ~ • BNL r OK D IRL I NIMEXE I >' 
~ I· 73.13 A II 73.13.16 + + + (1) I 
B I b + r + + ( 1) ~ 
II a + (1) I + 
IV a + + (1) 
V a) 1 + + (1) 
b) + + (1) 
73.14 73.14.01 + + + (1) 
73.14.11 + + (1) 
73.14.13 + + (1) 
73.14.1-5 + + (1) 
73.14.19 + + (1) 
73.14.21 + ·+ + (1) 
73.14.41 + + (1) 
73.14.43 + + (1) 
73.14.45 + + (1) 
73.14.49 + +(1) 
73.14.81 + + (1) 
73.14.91 + + (1) 
73.14.99 + +(1) 
• 73.15 A I a + + (1) II + + (1) 
V + (1) 
a + +(1) 
c + + (1) 
d 1 bb) + + (1) 
2 + + (1) 
VI b) + +(1) j 





VII b) 1 + + (1) I 
d) 2 + +(1) ! 
VIII + + (1) 
B I a + + (1) ! 
II + + (1) I I 
V a + + (1) ··f 
c + + (1) I I 
• 
' d) 1.bb + j + (1) i I ' I 
•• 2. + + (1) 
••• I ••• 
(1) DDR, su 
25 0 
r.o.c. CODE BNL DK D F IRL I U-K • NIMEXE , . 
• • • I • •• ~ 
73.15 VI b) + + (1) 
c) 1.bb + +(1) 
2. + + (1) 
d) + + (1) 
VII b)2.aa + + (1) 
4.bb + + (1) 
VIII + + (1) 
73.17 










l l ~ I 
• 




! r • 
I 




~ RESTRICTIONS OUANTITATIVES 1 ' ~ 
-· 
__ ,
r.o .. c. CODf 
" 




+ ( 1) I 73.18 A 73.18.01 ~ + 
73.18.05 + +( 1) i f 
. 
+( i) I 73~18.13 + + B 
+ +(1) c 73.18. 21 + + ( 1) ' 
73.18.22 + + ( i) I 73.18.23 + + +(1) 
73.18. 24 + + +( 1) 
73.18. 26 + + +(1) 
73.18.27 + + +(1) 
73.18. 28 + + +(1) 
73.18.32 + + +(1) 
.. 73.18.34 + + .._ < I j ~ 
73.18.36 + + +,,) I 
73.18.38 + + + ( 1) \ 73.18.41 + + + ( 1) i 73.18.42 + + +(1) 73.18.44 + + < 1 > I 73.18.46 + . + < 1) I • 73.18.48 + + + < '1 > I I 73.18.51 + +(1) 73.18.52 + +(1) 73.18. 54 + + +(1) 73.18.56 + + +(1) 73.18. 58 + + +(1) 73.18 .. 62 + + +(1) 73.18.64 + + +(1) 73.18.66 
+ +(1) 73.18.67 
+ +(1) 73.18.68 
+ +(1) 73.18.72 + + +(1) 73.18.74 + + +(1) 73.18. 76 
+ +( 1) 73.18.78 
+ +(1) 73.18.82 + + +(1) 73.18.84 + + +(1) 73.18.86 
- + +(1) 73.18.88 
- + +(1) 73.18.97 







( 1) {> D~., su 
.· 
.. · ... 
: ~ . 
. ... 



































































(3) R.Q. suspendue du 1/1/19-(9 au 31/12/1980 
I 











































+ t + (2) 






+ (4) ~ 
~ 
+ (!,) f ~ i + (4) ~ .. , 
' 





.-<~".. .... - ••••• : ~~ -··-----
. 29. 
l I T.D.C.; CQDE RESTRICTIONS QUANTIHTIVES • l REGIME I ,. t&£ii&W&1Wii:au~~\_~~'CU"~~ ..... tJIMEXE EUR BNL DK o F I RL f IT I u-K 
84.62 I ... I 85.01 
' 
A I 85 .01. 01 +{1) 
II 02 -(1) 
03 -(1) l 04 -c 1> 07 -(1) 11 -(1) 
13 -(1) 
f 15 -(1) 
16 -(1) ' 
19 -(1) 
21 -(1) 
23 -c 1> 
24 +(2) -(1) 
25 -(1) 
26 -(1) 
28 . +( 2) ... (1) 
31 +(2) -(1) 
33 +(2) -(1) 
34 +( 2) -c 1 > . 
36 +(2) -(1) 
38 +(2) . -(1) 
39 +(2) ·-{1) \ 
·--41 or-(1) 
42 -( 1) 
44 -< 1) ' . r 
46 -c 1 > 
47 -c 1 > 
49 -< 1) 
52 -(1) 
54 -(1) I 55 -(1) 56 -< 1) 
57· -< 1) I I 
~i 58 -(1) I ~ 
! 
I 85.03 + il> 85.09 A 85.09.01 + 
I 85.09.05 .# + . 85.09.09 - : 
f 
. 




I (1) 'DOR (2) AL, B ~, R, CS, Sl , DDR, R.P.( ., VN, COR, MO. -· ! I 
30. 
~~-,, ...... _.,-~{'W'I'II;~ ..... . -~f:·-'"A~'l; ----- ~,_.__..._~~~ 
~ --~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IRL ~ ' ~ ~ 'f'.D.C. CODE ~ BNL ~\ OK : D F l I ;, u-:< ~· l NIMEXE . ~ I t "· • i' 
-
.. -... ~ .. ~· 








~ i ~ ~ ~ I ? j 35. 'i 5 A I II ~ 85.15.22 + 
I 
~ + 
~ ~ 85.15.23 " 
I; 
~ ~ + i + 
~ 85.15.24 ~ + l + I I :.1 85.15.25 + i + ' I ~ 85.15.27 I + :. + " ~ 85.15.28 + i + I ~ ~ C II ' s w + i 
185.15.98 ! III ; A + 
' 85.2'1 /l. ~ p ' I I I I i -~ fj i ! & I + II + I I ~ + 
~ I E 85.21 .. 99 I 85.22 A + c i 
1. I 
+ 
35.23 + + I l ; 
~ f I • I 11 s I I I 185( I 85.24.91 I I I + + I c + l 85.24.93 + 85.24.95 
' I 
I 85.25 A 185.25.21 + + + 
~ 85.25.25 + + + 
f 
85.25.27 + + 
B + + 
! c ! 85.25.50 + + 
l 
i -- - i 85.25.90 








~ l ~ ~ ~ ~. I I ~ ·~ I I '· I J ( 





















~ ., r·,: 
. ~ \..- ...... il 
~ 
. 




7.06 A 87.u6.11 
B 
?.08 


















87.12.91 I 87.12.95 
. 87.12.98 
B.02 A 
s r 1 
cJ 













rraite d 0 Adhe si on 
71 
-
RESTRICTIONS ~,UAN J.!.l~~L........_; 
·r 
I i . l 
' ' D F IRL IT I u-~~ : ,. 
1 i 1 -; I· 
l i + ! i 
~ i ~ i ~ !m+ I ! 
. - I I 
c1 > - I 1 j i 
(i) + f i 
! 
(1) I + I I 
(1) - ; 





+ + • i I 
. 
• + I . ~ 
~ 














- I ~ 
- i I : 
-














J ' -+ i 





[~~~-:~.~1-._-_-_Ni~~~~~~~E~~~~· .. _s_N_~D_-_71t .... _o_K_]~,!·-_o_t_F_...;l IRL 
i ~ I 
l 89t \ 1 
I I ~ 89.01.20 
,, ~ 89. 01 • 30 
i ~ 89.01.40 














~ 91.02 j 91.03 
'91.07 
~ 91.09 
~ )91 .11 
l92.05 
ii 93.02 












~ B I 
l· 
i 
···' .. ·· .. 
: ~ . 























































I 1---r:---R~ESTR ICTIONS C?JfN!l Tl:.l:.L~.~.~------1 I N ~~~~E ., BNL I DK I D I F ' JRL I IT I U-K : 
~------~,------~------~--~---~~;---?--~~ I 
94.01 8 94.01.31 + 
I 94.03 
l 94.04 A 
8 












































































~ ~ RESTRICTIONS QLJANTITf\TIVES -:_,_,...,J 
T .o.c. ~ CODE ~ REGIME I I I ' 
~ 1\:I:-~t:xr. 1 EUR BNL OK o ~ F IRL 1 IT i u-K l 
....,_P • ' r I I I ; 
I I 1 
97.03 A 97. 03. os + + I i 
B · 97.03.11 - i ; 








97.03.20 + i i 
97.03.30 - I I 
. 97.03.40 - 1 
97.03.51 + i 
97.03.55 + I 
97.03.59 - 1 
97.03.61 + 1 
97.03.69 - I 
97.03. 75 + + 
97.03.80 + . 
97.03.85 + 
97.03.90 + • J 
97.04 ~ + 
' 
! 
97.05 97.05.51 + 
i 
i 
198o15 A 98.15.20 +(1) 
1 
a . 98.15.30 • +<1l 
i~-:---=t-:-;~ (1) AL, BGr H, PL, R, ,s, su, VN, COR, MC . I 
1 . I 







ANNEXE lii de p. 35 a p.44 
• 









N 0 T E 35. 
.I -, CODE ETAT MH1SRE DESIGNATION EXACTE DE C~RTAIN PROCUITS I . Nll'lEXE 
. ' I 
..--
I I l ex 02.01.01 IRLANDE de l'espece cheval ine j ' 
ex 02.01.55 BENELUX .. de l 1 espece chevaline .. , 
I DANf:'<lARK " " I 
ALLEMAGNE " " 
FRANCE " " IRLANDE " 
.. 
ex 02.01.99 BENELUX de l'espece cheva line. 
DANG1ARK .. " 
FRANCE " ... ., 
IRLANDE " ~ " 
b 
ex 02.06.98 .&.LLEit".GNE de l'esp~ce ovine 
l 
ex 07.01.13/15 DANEMARK du 1er jui llet au 31 mars 
ex 07.01.31 ROYAUME-UNI . du 15 noverr.bre au 15 juin 
ex 07.01.34 } FRANCE du 15 novembre au 15 juin 36 ROYAUME-UNI ' 
ex 07.01 ~77 DANE~ARK du 1er juin au 31 octobre 
' 










(J 03.07.10 FRANCE du 5 juin au 21 juillet ' ex 
ex 08.09.10 FRANCE du 1er juillet au 15 octobre 
ex 11.05.00 ROYAU.ME-UNI farine et semoule 
~X 11 .05 .00 All FM~r.!\IF' 1'\1'\ll" I l;,(imol'l.f'!lt'~nn. k ,,.,.~ ...... 
1 ex 16.04.71 ~ FRANCE en recipients hermetiquernent fermes CboH:es, 75 bocaux ••• ) 
ex 20.02.93 ALLEi11AGNi; pommes de terre 




ex 20.07.0~ ~ FRANCE d'agrumes, aut res que de pamplemousses i3 ITA LIE " " 17 





' . CC!:>! \ 
I N~~:XE 
ex 22.09 .. 10 
• 
52 ~ 53 
. 71 } 
·a 99 
81 } a 99 
ex 25 .. 31.91 
~ 99 








ex 28.19 .. 00 
ex 28.30.79 





























DESIGNA"iii)N ·eYACTE CE CERTAHS ?RODU.::TS 
autres que dilutions alcooliques d'origine 
agricole 
rhum et tafia 
autres que liqueurs s~ches typiques 
produits pas conformes a La L~gisLation 
feldspath 
nephe'l ine, nephH ine-syenite 
• 
0 





produits assimiles a La note 2 du present.chapitre 
phenols 
·-·· 
.... ._ ... 
. 
' a~res qu 1essence d 1aviation 
. 
·-· 
autres que m~thane cl1imiquement \ pUf 
·-· ..
- ·-
.. . ,. :~ ...... 
. 
oxyde de zinc 
de Lithium 
cc~poses drganiques des istopes radioactifs. 
plutonium 






'l CODE ETAT f~~r,;RE· DESIGNA'iiON EXACTE CE CERTAINS Pl'lCDUITS 
-·l 
. I j NH~EXE . 
• .i l 
ex 29.01.99. ITALIE butylxylol dest; ne a la fabrication du muse, 
' xylene et divinylbenzol .. 
ex 29.02. 21 ITAUE ' chlorure de methyle . 
' 
'ex 29.04.12 ITALIE alcool propyl ique 
'I' I 
ex 29.15.65 ITALIE phtalates de diisooctyle I ' , ---
29.22.80 ITALIE autres que l'huile d'aniline • I ex 
f • 
. I ex 29.23.14 ITALIE sels de dihhanolamine 
' I 
r-
ex 29.30.00 ITALIE isocyanatet 
• ·~ 
' 
.. . , . 
.. 
" 
I ex 29.35.98 ITA LIE a l'exclusion du carbazole et ses sels . .ifJ I ex 32.07.65 ITALIE aut res que pigments a base de chromes et de zinc 
79 ITALIE aut res - I 
.. 
I ex 39.01.24 } ITALIE colles url!iques . \ 25 .. . . 
• ex 39.07..44 BENELUX chemises a dossier C1ardes) et poehettes prot~ge-
~ documents en matieres pt~stiques artificielte~, 
f 
ccroosees d 1 une oartie re~li&c ou de deux ~ .. )r't i~5 .. 
co~~ortar.t au moins un cOt~ ~ct,;ct? par .. hJute frc-
~'J.r:'~ce_ ~1ns ~~:"'-~':U!'"'C -·""": ,.., , ljl_; ...... 
-
.... ·-·---··- -·~-·~---·-· ··--·-···· .. ·-·· ·--·-·- ··- ··=.,-;::=c~==='==-
-..:.-._ ··- --·· -· ·- ..... -· -·- ... - ... 
\.~ .. , 
.• . 
CODE ETAT 111Er-':6RE 
0 
DE::~G·~:;Hu:J ~X~F.TE ::;;: Cc·n·"'INS PRODUITS ! •. ~-----+------~--------------~----' NIMEXE ex 40.11.80 IRLANDE 
41.02.28 i ITA LIE 























en cuir, autres qu'~tuis ~ .lunettes 
! 
I 
malles et valises de voyage, cartons ~ chapeaux, J 
vali.ses pour enfants, mallettes de pique-nioue, 1 
valises pour machines a coudre ou a ecrire et f 
malles et valises similaires, en fibres vulcanisec~ 
ou en carton. · 
. • gants' y compr.h· les moufles de prote~tion pour tou::! 
metiers, en cuir ou en simili-cuir, & l'exclusi~~ 
de ceux en peau de pore 
plaQues de construction, dites "hardboard .. , brutes 
pinces a linge 
' 6 
. 
paillassons pour le c:r~pissage . 
~-
ouvrages de vannerie, obtenus directet~ent en forr.~e:l 
- articles d'emballage en copeaux tresse~ 
- ouvrages de vannerie fine 
publications periodiques (non quotidiennes), en 
langue fran~aise, d~t la moitie du tirage au 









































elC 66. 01.-9"0 

















D~SXGNATION EXACTE DE CERTAINS P~OOUITS 
bottes et couvre~chaussures a simelles exterieuies 
et dess~s En caoutchouc 
- bottes cuissardes 
• chaussures a semelles ext~rieures et dessos en 
caoutchouc 
' chaussures pour hommes et gar~onnets 
a l'exclusion de chaussures a dessus en matieres 
textiles et semelles en caoutchouc 
a semelles en caoutchouc, autres qu'a dessus essen-
tiellement en cuir ou en imitation de Suede 
. 
' pa~apluie~ et ombrelles, pour hommes et femmes 
parapluie~ parasols et ombrelles, y compris les 
.parapluies-cannes a l'exclusion de ceux dont les 
baleines rlexcedent pas une longueur de 35 cm, para-
pluies ouverts, et des parapluies recouverts de 
plastique. . · 
tuyaux, raccords et autres pi~ces pour canalisatior 
en gres , • 
~n gres, en fa,ence ou en poterie fine 
en gres 




































ex 70.13.20 I 71 . 19 81 89 












DESIGI~ATION EXACTE liE CERi.AIN~ PROtiUITS 
en gres, en fa1enee ou en terre fine 
a.utres qu'en terre commune 
vaisselle et articles de m•nage 
vaisselle et articles de mtnage • 
.. 
verre·.t vitres· non color~.;ni opacifi~, ni pt;,q~ 
6 l'exclusion du verre refractaire pour foyers, 
fours et pofles et des verres pour diacrositivn. 
bonbonnes, bouteilles, flatons, bocaux, ports, 
t.ubes a compdmes et .autres recipients similai res 
de transport et d'e~ballage, (a l'exclusion des 
bonbonnes, bouteilles et flacons, en v~rre non 
travaille d'une contenance de plus de 25 cl 
j~squ'a 2 litres et demi) (en verre soufflt ou 
prt~s·s~). · 
bouchons, couvercles et autres dispositifs de fer-
meture en verre souffl6 ou press6 
d'une eontenance de Q-~015 L • 25 L 
bocaux; pots et rtcipie~ts siMilaires 
en verre souffl6 ou 6~ess6, A l'exclusion des 
biberons et des aquariums 
~ . 
·-en ;.,• isul ou verre souffl' ll la bouche 











~-·--···· ··-~~;--~r--E-T-A-. r-r,-.E-t'-E'_R_E----r---C-E_O:::_T_r._::_A_T_I_'l-~J-E_X_I\_C_7_E_O_E_C_E_R_T_A_I_~-l:l_P_R_"l_r-.t-1 I-7-S--.--,~ l 
'·: •·:.x::: 
. !-----·-----------~-----------------------------------------1 ~·----··-···----·1- I ~ 
l . l' ! c< ~7.10.00 BENELUX ~ l'exclusion des triporteurs 
~ 00 lTALlE > l'e><lu•ion d•s·t,ipo•teuc• I 
j ___ , ····---·-·~-·- _,. ____ ' -----!--------------·-----·---.. -~. _ _I 
t I l' i 
l ex 87.12.:.:'0 '1 BE~ELUX cadres assembles ou non, d~une ou de plusie•Jr:. j j 98 pieces, pour velocyp~des san~ moteurs Csnuf tri- I 
l. porteurs et similaires) 
20 ~ JTALIE des vehicules non liberes des n°s 87.09 et 37.10 j a 9.3 j 
) _; ~:-.-~.:)-. :-1-. 9-::~-"' ---- ___ A_L_L_E_M_A_G_N_E----. t-a-u--t-r_e_s __ q_u_e_b_a_t_e_a_u_x_d_e_p_l_a_i -s;,_n_c_e __ o_u_d_e_s,_p_o_r_t _____ l 
. i batea~x de plaisance, autres que "aliscafi'' · -··------·~' 72 ITALIE i . !. -··-•-M•--"-•-••• ~------~---1 i l e~ 89.02.10 FRANCE d'une puissance de plus de 700 CV et coques de 
remorque•Jrs 




FRANCE - electroniques~ autres que ther~o~tats, reg~lz- 1 
teurs autornatiques, soudeurs et d~"'te-cteurs d't'tc;··l 
~ tacles a ultra-sons pour la navigation mar it irr<' 
~t fluv ia le 
- autres-que thermostats et r~gulateurs autom•ti-
ques 
l ,-----------1---. --+--------'-
ex 93.07.35 BENELUX cartouches de chasse, pour armes ~ canon lisse 
·-·-·------








articles de literie (textiles> 
sommier~ + matelas, ~utres Qu 1 en caoutchouc, 
oreillers, poufs, couvre-pieds et edredcns, autre, 
articles de literie 
bro5ses, balais-brosses et pinceau~ 
~-;:"":"";';-:·::--.:-_::: ---.~-"7~~~-~v~~~~~r~~:~~~~;:~*#fJ::~J~¥nw-~~¥..!JA ~~-~~:~·'::'~~~:..:: 4)1.- · ,..:,:S~t~fHii,Hf~~~-~~#4>/>-' -"'-~~:'. -~;<~· -.··-·· ;:, :;;;:: . :1ft 
.; 
fi 































. ·•· .. ·. 
. ' 
D.E.SIGNATII)ll E)tACTE DE ·cERTAirS ~RODUITS 
A l'exception des moteurs et mecanismes 
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